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Trouble : Feminism and the Subversion of Identity 
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"I wrote under a pen name
Hashmat, a male name. I was surprised that besides the texture of my
writing, even my handwriting changed when I wrote as Hashmat. The
contours of the words that appeared on blank paper were not the same as
when they were written by Krishna Sobti." (Written by Ashutosh
Bhardwaj/updated : 18 June, 2017)
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(Pargiter) "Indian
tradition knows nothing of Aila or Aryan invesion of India, from
Afganistan, nor of any gradual advance from thence east words."5 On
the contrary, "Indian tradition distinctly asserts that there was an Aila out
flow of Druhyus through the North-west into the countries beyond where
they found various Kingdoms."5

"As a result of the succesful compaigns of Sasabindu, Yuvanasava,
Mandhatri and Sibi the Drughus were pushed back from Rajputana and
were cornered into north-western portion of Punjab. Mandhatri Killed
their King ANGARA and the Drughu settlement in Punjab came to be
known as GANDHARA after the name of one of the Anagara's successors.
After a time, being over populated the Durghu crossed the borders of
India and found many principalities in mleccha territories in north and
probably carried the Aryan culture beyound the frontiers of India."7
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